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Highlights: 

 To resolve the complicated relationships within close relatives or among unrelated 

individuals from different geographic areas, special importance was given to Y 

Chromosomal SNPs; 

 Based on capillary electrophoresis, a novel Y-SNP Pedigree Tagging System typed via 

rapid ARMS-PCR was proposed, which can precisely predict 11 haplogroups and 13 sub-

haplogroups selected from the ISOGG Y-DNA tree; 

 The results of this multiplex system were consistent within male relative pairs and 

showed the different distribution patterns of males branching from various Y-DNA 

haplogroups; 

 The introduction of Y-SNPs into forensic practices may help define the potential ancestry 

of near-matching Y-STR haplotypes, and hopefully enhance the male pedigree 

discriminability. 

 

Abstract 

The Y chromosomal short tandem repeats (Y-STRs) have been used widely to establish paternal 

relatedness and examine sub-structures in different geographical regions. However, the 

applications of Y-STRs showed their limitations when it comes to resolving the complicated 

relationships within close relatives or among unrelated individuals from different geographic 

areas. Here, we overcome these limitations by introducing a new strategy for Y-SNP multiplex 

typing using rapid ARMS (amplification-refractory mutation system) PCR. Newly developed Y-

SNP Pedigree Tagging System is able to profile 24 Y-SNPs in a single reaction while the whole 

process takes 4-5 hours. The panel precisely defines the 11 haplogroups (E-M96, D-JST021355, 

N-M231, C-M130, O-P186, I-M170, IJ-M429, K-M9, QR-M45, G-M201, and IJK-M522) and 

13 sub-haplogroups (D1a1a1-N1, D1a2a-P47, C2-M217, N1a1-M46, O1a-M119, O1b-M268, 

O1b2-M176, O2-M122, O2a1-KL1, O2a2-P201, O2a2b-P164, O2a2a1a2-M7 and O2a2b1a1-

M117). This system could contribute to providing the haplogroup affiliation of unknown 
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pedigree and resolving the sub-structures of East Asian populations. In this study, the multiplex 

system was validated for: ability to detect degraded DNA, sensitivity, species specificity, 

reproducibility/repeatability, stability, performance in different scenarios, mixture studies, PCR 

amplification conditions, and population surveys. The Y-SNP information showed a consistent 

pattern within 40 father-son or brother-brother pairs. The results of this multiplex system showed 

the different distribution patterns of male donors from two Chinese Han populations. In this 

study, we try to discriminate the suspect’s pedigree on the level of Y-SNP haplogroups. These 

results show that Y-SNP Pedigree Tagging System is a robust and reliable amplification kit 

which can be used for male haplogroup determination. 

Key Words 

Developmental validation; Amplification‐refractory mutation system; Y chromosome database; 

Pedigree discrimination; Population substructures 

1. Introduction 

In population genetics, the nonrecombining region of the human Y chromosome (NRY) has 

attracted much attention with respect to its unique inheritance characteristics [1]. Y chromosomal 

single nucleotide polymorphisms (Y-SNPs), which have relatively low mutation rates 

(approximately 1×10-9 substitution/generation [2] ), are usually utilized to trace back the human 

origin and diverse dispersal routes. Meanwhile, Y chromosomal short tandem repeats (Y-STRs) 

mutate more rapidly than Y-SNPs (generally 3.78×10-4 to 7.44×10-2 mutation/generation [3]), 

and are used in evolutionary studies and genealogical analysis to date historical divergent events 

[4-6].  

In the forensic field, Y-STRs are widely used in criminal casework for characterizing male 

contributions to mixed male-female biological materials; particularly in sexual assault cases [7], 

and in paternity casework involving male offspring, especially in deficiency paternity cases 

where the putative father is unavailable and replaced by one of his male relatives [8]. Detailed 

knowledge on mutation rates and mutation properties of the applied Y-STRs is required for the 

interpretation of near-matches in both types of forensic applications of Y-STR haplotypes [9]. At 

present, the Chinese male database is all based on Y-STR haplotypes to characterize male 

pedigree, and to discriminate closely or distantly related male lineages. When near-matches are 

observed in forensic casework - i.e., similar but not identical Y-STR haplotypes in the crime 

scene trace versus known suspect reference sample, or in the putative father (or his relative in 

deficiency cases) versus male offspring of whom paternity is to be established, the question 

arises if the allelic differences can be explained by mutations, or not. In criminal casework, 

explaining observed differences in the Y-STR haplotype profile by mutation(s) supports 

conclusions that an unknown relative of the known suspect may be the sample donor. In 

paternity casework, explaining observed Y-STR haplotype differences by mutation(s) allows 
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conclusions that a relative of the tested putative father may be the true biological father. 

Knowledge about mutability of forensically used Y-chromosomal STRs (Y-STRs) is relevant for 

interpreting near-matches of Y-STR profiles in criminal as well as paternity casework. Moreover, 

knowledge about the molecular factors influencing Y-STR mutability is limited and consensus 

on Y-SNP and Y-STR mutation rates remains to be determined [2, 10]. 

Y chromosomal haplogroups are defined by Y-SNPs and could explain the pedigree source of 

the near-matching Y-STR haplotypes. Additionally, consistency or explicit relationships of 

mutation events between Y-STR haplotypes and Y-SNP haplogroups would also provide 

compelling clues for male pedigree discrimination. Until now, several attempts have been made 

to bring Y-SNP genotyping into forensic practice. The advent of next-generation sequencing 

technology has made it possible to type hundreds of SNPs in a single batch. Apparently, many 

studies have attempted to sequence Y-SNPs using massively parallel sequencing (MPS) for 

forensic applications [11-13], while others developed new Y-SNP panels, which give more 

strength to SNaPshot technology for detecting degraded DNA [14] or shedding light on the 

genetic substructures [15]. 

According to the phylogenetic Y tree constructed by the International Society of Genetic 

Genealogy (ISOGG), all modern male individuals could be classified into 20 monophyletic or 

paraphyletic groups (aka Y Haplogroup A to T alphabetically), and their sub-haplogroups 

(https://isogg.org/tree/HaplogroupTr2019.html). The 1000 Genome Project describes the Y 

haplogroup distribution of East Asian men in general. Although, with significantly diverse 

distribution patterns, Chinese Han (n=98), Chinese Dai (n=50), Korean (n=46) and Japanese 

(n=56) males mainly belonged to the D, C, F, G, N, O and R haplogroups 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/variation/tools/1000genomes/). Among these, the proportion of 

haplogroup O in Chinese (90.5%) is marginally higher than Koreans (87%) and Japanese 

(53.6%).  In an earlier study, the investigators revealed that haplogroup O covers over 80.9% of 

Chinese Han men [16] while approximately 69,280 Y chromosomal SNPs or insertions and 

deletions (InDels) have been detected and listed in the 2019 Y tree by ISOGG (version: 14.177, 

date: 8 October 2019) by researchers using the whole genome sequencing method [17]. The 

dominant Y haplogroup in East Asia, O, C, D and N covers approximately 8,000 sub-

haplogroups. The number of sub-haplogroups within haplogroup O indicated by the ISOGG Y 

tree has increased to 642.  

The amplification-refractory mutation system (ARMS) is one kind of simple method for 

detecting single base changes or small deletions [18]. The multiplex ARMS is an ideal 

alternative, since Y-SNPs can be amplified in a single reaction system and detected by capillary 

electrophoresis (CE) technology. According to previous studies on East Asian male [6, 19-21], 

only four haplogroups (C, D, N and O) contribute >93% of the Y chromosomal genetic make-up. 

Haplogroup E, G, H, I, J, L, Q, R and T, contribute <7%. Y chromosomal markers can determine 
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these haplogroups or sub-haplogroups to shed light on population structures as well as for 

increased pedigree discrimination resolution for East Asian populations [22]. These selected 

markers are specific to 11 haplogroups (E-M96, D-JST021355, N-M231, C-M130, O-P186, I-

M170, IJ-M429, K-M9, QR-M45, G-M201 and IJK-M522) and 13 sub-haplogroups (D1a1a1-N1, 

D1a2a-P47, C2-M217, N1a1-M46, O1a-M119, O1b-M268, O1b2-M176, O2-M122, O2a1-KL1, 

O2a2-P201, O2a2b-P164, O2a2a1a2-M7 and O2a2b1a1-M117).  In East Asian males, the major 

haplogroups N (K1a1a) and O (K1a1b) are both sub-branches of the old lineage haplogroup K 

(47,000-50,000 years ago). It has been reported that basal K (not carrying any derived allele 

downstream) is remarkably rare and has not been fully explored [23]. According to the report 

released by ISOGG, the basal K haplogroup can be found at very low frequencies in many 

continents. Hence, marker M9 for haplogroup K was chosen for this panel, in order to (i) study 

its distribution, (ii) screen its sub-haplogroups, and (iii) apply it forensically for East Asian males. 

In Zhong et al. [24], the comparison between their results (n=3,826) and from the literatures (in 

total, n=4,933) [25-27] revealed that H-M69 (0.24%), L-M20 (0.24%) and T-M70 (0.04%) have 

low frequencies in East Asian males. Consequently, haplogroups L, H and T were not included 

in the initial ARMS-PCR panel.  

In this current study, we have developed and validated the Y-SNP Pedigree Tagging System. 

This is a robust multiplex PCR system, using 5 dye technology, and was tested with degraded 

DNA, sensitivity, species specificity, reproducibility/repeatability, stability, performance in 

complex forensic practice, mixture studies, PCR amplification conditions, and population studies. 

This system has two main advantages: (i) the whole process takes only 4-5 hours, and (ii) it has 

similar readable electrophoretogram to different STR kits, which makes it more suitable for 

building forensic applications such as pedigree dataset reconstructing. The developmental 

validation was implemented strictly according to scientific standards by FBI QAS (2009/2011) 

[28], the International Society of Forensic Genetics (ISFG [29]) and the Scientific Working 

Group on DNA Analysis Methods guidelines [30]. 

 

2. Methods and Materials 

The study was approved by the ethical review board of Fudan University Shanghai, People’s 

Republic of China (code: BE1806; date: March 3rd, 2018) and in accordance with the standards 

of the Declaration of Helsinki. 

2.1 Panel design and primer preparation 

The Y-SNPs included in the 2019 ISOGG Y-DNA Haplogroup Tree (version 14.62 by 7 April 

2019) were screened as part of the panel. SNPs that determine either Y haplogroups or sub-

haplogroups were viewed as candidates. The screening criteria were set as follows: (i) Y-SNPs 

which determine major haplogroups and O sub-haplogroups with different distribution weights 
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in Chinese populations; and (ii) loci which could be integrated into one single reaction system 

via ARMS PCR. A total of 25 Y-SNPs were selected as candidates. However, F-M89 was 

removed due to the failure in primer design. Referring to the Hg38 human genome, Primer 5.0 

software (PREMIER Biosoft International, Corina Way, Palo Alto, CA, USA) was employed to 

design primers that specifically match to these 24 Y-SNPs.  

Some bases of these primer sequences were modified and optimized with the purpose of 

successful amplification. FAM, HEX, TAMRA and ROX dyes were used to label these primers, 

while the 5th dye (orange) was utilized to label the internal size standard. The design of panel 

detailing Y-SNP-related amplificons is presented in Fig.1, while the information of Y-SNPs and 

primers is summarized in Table S1. This primer set was the basis of the MicroreaderTM Y-SNP 

5× Primer Mix within the Y-SNP Pedigree Tagging System. 

 

 

Fig.1 Configuration of the Y-SNP Pedigree Tagging System Different colors indicate the 

four-fluorescence labeling described in Table S1. Each horizontal line represents the amplicon 

length of the MT or WT allele at 24 Y-SNP loci (WT: wild type, aka ancestral allele; MT: 

mutation type, aka derived allele).  

 

2.2 Optimization of PCR amplification conditions 

In order to optimize the PCR conditions, emphasis was on the details about the concentrations of 

MicroreaderTM 2.5× Master Mix I and MicroreaderTM Y-SNP 5× Primer Mix (Suzhou Microread 

Genetics, Suzhou, Jiangsu, China), PCR instruments, the sizes of reaction volume, different 

cycles, annealing temperature, and the temperature and time of the final extension step (the 

number of replicates = 3). Control DNA 9948 was used.  
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The concentration of the added reagents varied at 50%, 75%, 100%, 125% and 150%. The 100% 

referred to be an ideal concentration of various reagents. The various components included in the 

base 100% concentration of Master Mix I are: potassium chloride (KCL, 50 mM), magnesium 

chloride (MgCl2, 2 mM), tris hydrochloride (Tris-HCL, 35 mM), bovine serum albumin (BSA, 

0.3 mg/ml), deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate (dNTP, 0.2 mM), ammonium sulfate ((NH4)2SO4, 

2.5 mM), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, 6% in volume), betaine (100 mM), and Thermus aquaticus 

(Taq) DNA polymerase  (1 U). While, the primer concentrations in the base 100% concentration 

of Primer Mix are summarized in Table S1. 

Four thermocyclers (VeritiTM Thermal Cycler, GeneAmp® PCR system 9700, 2720 Thermal 

Cycler, and ProFlex™ PCR System (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA)) were used for the DNA 

amplification with different reaction volumes (5, 7, 10 and 25 μL). Other conditions were 

determined by altering the number of cycles (27-29), annealing temperature (57-61 °C), 

extension temperature (62, 65, 68, 72 and 74 °C), and extension time (30, 45 and 60 minutes). 

Additionally, cross-variations of annealing temperature (58, 59 and 60 °C) and extension 

temperature (68, 72 and 74 °C) were done to further optimize the system. 

 

2.3 Multiplex amplification and electrophoresis analysis 

Amplification was performed in a GeneAmp®PCR System 9700 thermal cycler (Life 

Technologies, CA, USA) on a gold-plated silver block. After optimization, the final reaction 

system was performed in a 25 μL volume containing 10 μL Reaction Mix of MicroreaderTM 2.5× 

Master Mix I, 10 μL of MicroreaderTM Y-SNP 5× Primer Mix, and 2 ng of template DNA under 

the following PCR conditions: pre-incubation at 95 °C for 5 minutes, 28 cycles of denaturation, 

annealing and extension step at 94 °C for 30 seconds, 59 °C for 60 seconds, and 72 °C for 60 

seconds, followed by a final extension step at 60 °C for 30 minutes, and a final soak at 4 °C.  

A customized allelic ladder was developed for the Y-SNP Pedigree Tagging System. The PCR 

products were detected and separated by capillary electrophoresis using Applied Biosystems 

3500xl Genetic Analyzer (Life Technologies, CA, USA) with POP-4TM polymer (Life 

Technologies) and dye set of E5. The PCR product (1 μL) or allelic ladder (1 μL) was mixed 

with a mixture of 8.5 μL of Hi-Di formamide (Applied Biosystems) and 0.5 μL of QD550 

internal size standard (Suzhou Microread Genetics, Suzhou, Jiangsu, China). Final mixture (PCR 

product or Allelic ladder, Hi-Di formamide and ISS) was denatured at 95 °C and chilled on ice 

for 3 minutes. Samples were injected at 3 kV for 10 s and electrophoresed at 15 kV for 1500 s at 

a run temperature of 60 °C. Data were analyzed by GeneMapper™ ID-X1.5 Software (Applied 

Biosystems). All peaks were set with an analytical threshold of 50 relative fluorescence units 

(RFU). 
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2.4 Validation studies  

To evaluate the accuracy and precision of the SNPs genotyping, three replicates were performed 

for each sample. In order to make sure that genotyping is accurate, sequencing experiments were 

performed. As shown in Table S1, the PCR products were not long enough to be directly 

sequenced by Sanger sequencing, so a total of 48 sequences, which matched the amplicons of 

different alleles, were synthesized and constructed in the plasmids (Table S2). The Sanger 

sequencing results demonstrated that these constructed plasmid sequences successfully bind to 

the PCR products which shows that the typing of 24 Y-SNPs through this kit was correct (data 

not shown).  

2.4.1 Ability to detect degraded DNA 

DNA control 9948 (Marligen Biosciences, Ijamsville, MD, USA) was damaged to different 

degrees with ultraviolet light of 1300 Series A2 Biological Safety Cabinet (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The UV degradation was performed for 15 to 60 minutes with 

an interval of 15 minutes, and both the Microreader™ 21 (Direct) ID System (Suzhou Microread 

Genetics, Suzhou, Jiangsu, China) and Y-SNP Pedigree Tagging System were used to count the 

success allele calling after DNA profiling. The ratio of loci detected was calculated by dividing 

the number of successful typing alleles by 24. 

2.4.2 Sensitivity 

For the sensitivity study, a serial concentration of control DNA 9948 (1.000000, 0.500000, 

0.250000, 0.125000, 0.062500, 0.031250 and 0.015625 ng) were amplified in triplicate. Control 

DNA 9948 (10 ng/μL) was serially diluted with distilled water. Amplification processes were 

performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

2.4.3 Species specificity 

Whole genomic DNA from Sus scrofa (pig), Bos taurus (cattle), Ovis aries (sheep), Gallus 

gallus (chicken), Anas platyrhynchos (duck), Rattus norvegicus (brown rat), Mus musculus 

(mouse), Columba livia domestica (pigeon), Canis lupus familiaris (dog), Equus caballus (horse) 

and one non-human primate species – Macaca fascicularis (crab-eating monkey) was extracted 

by magnetic particles method [31]. 2 ng of DNA was used for each reaction volume for further 

amplification according to above-mentioned PCR conditions. 

2.4.4 Reproducibility/Repeatability 

After amplification using the Y-SNP Pedigree Tagging System, the amplicons of 9948 were 

detected through ABI3130XL, ABI3500, and ABI3730XL (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, MA, 

USA).  
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Blood or saliva samples from 598 unrelated healthy male individuals were collected on Flinders 

Technology Associates (FTA) cards (Whatman International Ltd., Maidstone, UK). In order to 

check the genotyping reproducibility/repeatability, these samples were independently genotyped 

at different forensic biology laboratories: (i) the MOE Key Laboratory of Contemporary 

Anthropology of the School of Life Sciences, Fudan University, (ii) the Complex laboratory 1 of 

Suzhou Microread Genetics, and (iii) the DNA Laboratory of Public Security Bureau of Zibo, 

Shandong province. 

2.4.5 Stability 

In order to test the stability of this robust Y-SNP Pedigree Tagging System, common forensic 

inhibitors were mixed with control DNA 9948 for the subsequent PCR experiments. The 

concentrations of three inhibitors were diluted, as follows: indigotine (0, 4, 8, and 12 mM), 

humic acid (0, 50, 100, 150 and 200 ng/μL), and hematin (0, 100, 200, 300 and 400 μM) by 

Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA. 

2.4.6 Performance in different scenarios 

Keeping the operative demands in mind, we have used different biological samples to check the 

performance of this kit. The biological sources of these samples were as follows: blood stain, 

saliva stain, semen stain, hair follicle, and human tissue (costicartilage). These five kinds of 

biological samples were obtained from 15 respective individuals, with three samples per 

biological source. No lineage relationship was observed among these sample donors. The blood 

and saliva stains were deposited on FTA cards, while the semen stains were stored on a cotton 

swab. The DNA was extracted from human tissue using the magnetic particles method [31] for 

further analysis, while the other four kinds of samples were directly amplified. 

The Y-SNP panel was also tested using blood stains on FTA cards provided by 40 father-son or 

brother-brother pairs from 36 families to observe the consistency of Y-SNP through gamete 

transmission. The relation consanguinity of these father-son or brother-brother pairs has been 

validated by both pedigree investigation and paternity testing (autosomal STRs, data not shown).  

2.4.7 Mixture studies 

Artificial male-female and male-male mixture samples were prepared using control DNA 9947A, 

9948 (Marligen Biosciences, Ijamsville, MD, USA) and private Sample_A (male). The mixtures 

of male 9948 to female 9947A were set as 1.0000, 0.5000, 0.2500, 0.1250, 0.0625 and 0.0000 ng 

of control DNA 9948 per 50 ng of 9947A (ratios: 1:50, 1:100, 1:200, 1:400, 1:800 and 0:50). For 

male-male mixture studies, the DNA concentrations of commercial DNA 9948 (Haplogroup QR-

M45) and private Sample_A (Haplogroup O1b-M268) were set as 2 ng/μL. The ratios of the 

male-male mixtures were 1:9, 1:3, 1:1, 3:1 and 9:1. 

2.4.8 Population surveys and statistical analysis 
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Initially, MT allelic frequencies were retrieved by referring to the 1000 Genomes Browser (phase 

3, website: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/variation/tools/1000genomes/) [32, 33]). The 

distributions of the allelic frequencies of 21 Y-SNP loci in the global scale and all five East 

Asian populations (CDX: Chinese Dai in Xishuanbanna, CHB: Han Chinese in Beijing, CHS: 

Southern Chinese Han, JPT: Japanese in Tokyo, and KHV: Kinh in Ho Chi Minh City) were 

obtained. The remaining three Y-SNPs (D1a1a1-N1, D1a2a-P47 and O2a2a1a2-M7) were 

unavailable in the 1000 Genomes (1KG) database, but allelic frequencies of these SNPs were 

obtained from other public databases or literatures [34-36].  

To study the forensic genetic characteristics of the Y-SNP Pedigree Tagging System, a 

population study was performed by genotyping the 598 unrelated healthy male individuals which 

were living there for at least three generations. Among these, 288 Wujiang Han samples were 

from Jiangsu province (saliva samples on FTA cards) and 310 Zibo Han samples were from 

Shandong (blood samples on FTA cards). An informed consent was obtained from each 

participant. Optimized reaction conditions were applied to genotype all alleles at the 24 Y-SNPs 

of 598 samples. The MT allelic frequencies were calculated by direct counting. Furthermore, the 

assignment of an individual to the Y-DNA tree was determined on the basis of the profiles of the 

24 Y-SNPs. Then, the proportion of males assigned to the Y-DNA haplogroups was computed in 

term of percentage.  

 

2.5 Quality control 

The validation of Y-SNP Pedigree Tagging System was conducted according to the 

recommendations of FBI QAS (2009/2011) [28], ISFG [29] and SWGDAM [30]. Nomenclature 

of the Y-SNP was adopted in accordance with ISOGG, and the corresponding custom Y tree was 

illustrated. 

 

3. Results 

3.1 PCR conditions 

The optimization steps of PCR protocol are illustrated via bar chart in Fig.2.  

3.1.1 Concentrations of Master Mix I 

The concentration of Master Mix I was adjusted to balance the allele calling. The 100% referred 

to the ideal concentration of Master Mix I. With the exception of 50% or less than that amount of 

Master Mix I, all gave full profile for control DNA 9948. The peak heights of 100% and 125% of 

Master Mix I are shown in Fig.S1. The peak height balance was best using the 100% Master Mix 

I. Thus, the optimal concentration of Master Mix I was set at 100%. 
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3.1.2 Concentrations of 5× Primer Mix 

The results (Fig.S2) showed the peak variations at various concentrations (50%, 75%, 100%, 125% 

and 150%). We have observed ideal peak heights at 100% concentration. Hence, 100% of 5× 

Primer Mix is recommended for completely genotyping these 24 Y chromosomal loci. 

3.1.3 PCR instruments 

Different laboratories have used different thermal cyclers, so four different thermal cyclers were 

used. The results indicated that the four thermal cyclers performed well in the amplification 

reactions, with the peak height analysis threshold setting at 50 RFU. The variety in peak heights 

and peak balance may be correlated to the block ramp rate of these different thermal cyclers (2-

6 °C per second) and the inevitable minuscule sample loading errors (Fig.S3). 

3.1.4 Cycles 

At 27-29 cycles, the amounts of PCR products were in the detection range of genetic analyzer 

(Fig.S4). In order to balance the peak height and increase the time efficiency, we recommend 28 

cycles are suitable for the amplification of this Y-SNPs panel. 

3.1.5 Annealing temperatures 

The optimum annealing temperature was observed at 59 °C with ideal peak balance and 

electrophoretogram integrity. Lower temperature would lead to an excessively high peak height, 

while higher temperatures would cause allele drop-outs (Fig.S5). 

3.1.6 Extension temperatures and durations 

At an extension temperature of 74 °C, the peak heights started to decrease when compared with 

68 °C or lower temperatures. At 72 °C, all normal/ideal peaks were observed (Fig.S6). Moreover, 

in order to ensure the +A additions and maintain the time efficiency, 30 minutes of the final 

extension duration was enough for the extension reactions (Fig.S7).  

3.1.7 Cross-variations of annealing and extension temperatures 

Cross-variations were conducted to further optimize the annealing and extension temperatures 

for the PCR conditions. Three candidate temperatures (annealing temperatures: 58, 59 and 60 °C; 

extension temperatures: 68, 72 and 74 °C) were selected for each condition. The nine trials 

revealed that the peak heights and balance were best at 59-72 °C of annealing-extension 

temperatures (Fig.S8), and either high annealing (> 59 °C) or extension (> 72 °C) temperature 

would be likely to decrease the amplification efficiency.  
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Fig.2 Various amplification conditions tested for the optimized PCR process The 

amplification conditions included the Master Mix I concentrations, 5× Primer Mix 

concentrations, PCR instruments, sizes of the reaction volume, cycles, annealing temperatures, 

and temperatures and time of the final extension step (the number of replicates = 3). The lengths 

of rectangles indicate the ratios of loci detected. 

 

3.2 High-level performance in detecting degraded DNA 

The control DNA 9948 was treated with UV light and then genotyped using Y-SNPs and 

autosomal STR kits (Fig.3 and Fig.S9). The drop-out of the SNP allele was initially observed at 

45 minutes, while that of the STR allele at 30 minutes. Additionally, it was also found that 

amplicons specific to M117 and amplification fragments greater than 275 base pairs were 

undetectable in some cases. 
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Fig.3 The influence of different UV irradiation durations on Y-SNP typing The control DNA 

was treated by UV irradiation for 0, 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes, respectively (the number of 

replicates = 3). The blue triangles and orange circles indicate the ratios of loci detected (%) using 

the Y-SNP Pedigree Tagging System and MicroreaderTM 21 (Direct) ID system. 

 

3.3 Sensitivity 

The results indicated that 31.25 pg or a lower amount of DNA template was not completely 

amplified (Figs.4 and S10). When 62.5 pg amount of DNA template was used, complete 

amplification was obtained which shows that the Y-SNP panel exhibited high sensitivity. 
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Fig.4 Sensitivity measurement of the Y-SNP Pedigree Tagging System The 7 different 

amounts of control DNA amplified in the reaction volume were 1000.000, 500.000, 250.000, 

125.000, 62.500, 31.250 and 15.625 pg (the number of replicates = 3). The blue rectangles 

illustrate the ratios of loci detected. 

 

3.4 Specificity 

Male and female samples from non-primate species (pig, cattle, sheep, chicken, duck, brown rat, 

mouse, pigeon, dog and horse) and the male sample from non-human primate species (crab-

eating monkey) were used. However, we did not observe any amplicon (male, Fig.S11A; female, 

Fig.S11B) which shows that the set of 24 Y-SNP primers are highly specific to Homo sapiens 

(Human), which could be utilized for practical forensic applications.  

 

3.5 Reproducibility/Repeatability 

The control DNA 9948 was amplified utilizing the Y-SNP Pedigree Tagging System in three 

different reactions, and amplification products were detected by three different genetic analyzers 

(ABI3130XL, ABI3500, and ABI3730XL). Results showed the consistency in peaks (allele call) 

on three different platforms of genetic analyzers (Fig.S12).  

Subsequently, the matching Y-SNP profiles of 598 male individuals were obtained from three 

forensic biology laboratories, which revealed that Y-SNP Pedigree Tagging System is both 

reproducible and repeatable. 
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3.6 Stability 

DNA from forensic casework samples often contain substances which can inhibit PCR reaction. 

The most common inhibitors encountered are from elements intrinsic to the sample itself (humic 

acid from soil and hematin from blood [37, 38]). Humic acid inhibits amplification by binding 

template DNA, while hematin inhibits amplification by curbing Taq polymerase [39]. Our results 

indicated that indigotine (0, 4, 8 and 12 mM) had no negative effects (Fig.S13A). Full profiles 

were observed with humic acid (≤ 50 ng/μL) and hematin (≤ 200 μM) (Fig.S13 B, C). The peak 

height decreased with increasing inhibitor concentration, and some peaks dropped when humic 

acid was ≥ 100 ng/μL and hematin ≥ 300 μM. 

 

3.7 Applications in forensic practice 

Different sources of human biological materials such as blood stain, saliva stain, semen stain, 

hair follicle, and human tissue (costicartilage) were collected and typed with the Y-SNP Pedigree 

Tagging System. Only the DNA of human tissue was extracted while other samples were 

amplified directly using the DNA extraction-free method. The complete profile of each sample 

showed that this kit is capable of detecting samples from various sources (Fig.S14 A-E, 

respectively).  

In addition, the Y-SNP profiling of 40 father-son or brother-brother pairs were classified into Y 

tree branches in Table S3. We did not observe any mutation within the pedigrees, since it is 

extremely unlikely for new or reverse mutation events to occur at these haplogroup-determining 

Y-SNP loci. Therefore, the existing Y-DNA haplogroup tree could be employed to tag each male 

pedigree. 

 

3.8 Mixture studies 

Mixtures of DNA appear frequently in forensic casework, especially in sexual assault cases [40]. 

Template DNA mixed by 9948 and 9947A at various ratios (1:50, 1:100, 1:200, 1:400, 1:800, 

and 0:50) was tested in triplicate. The peak height of 9948 decreased with input reduction 

(Fig.S15). For the male-male mixture, the electrophoretic patterns demonstrated that all peaks of 

MT/WT alleles could be detected in the mixture ratios (9948 : Sample_A) of 1:9, 1:3, 1:1 and 

3:1 (ratio of loci detected = 100%). Only in 9:1 was the drop-out of the WT allele observed at 

locus M45 of Sample_A (Fig.S16) and ratio of loci detected was 95.83%. In Fig.S16, the red box 

indicated the drop-out observations when compared with other electrophoretograms. 
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3.9 Population data 

On the basis of ISOGG 2019 Y-DNA haplogroup Tree, we have demonstrated a customized Y 

haplogroup tree which is specific to the selected 24 Y-SNP loci (Fig.5). Previous studies and 

their MT allelic frequencies showed highly polymorphic nature among these 21 SNPs in six 

populations [32, 33]. According to the Y-DNA tree trunk phylogeny, the K haplogroup was 

formed by K1 (including L and T) and K2 sub-branches. The deep branches of K2 are K2a 

(including N and O), K2b (including Q and R), K2c, K2d and K2e. For East Asian males, major 

haplogroups N (K1a1a) and O (K1a1b) were both sub-branches of the old lineage haplogroup K 

(47,000-50,000 years ago) [23]. Thus, in a broader sense, K with MT allele at M9 covers QR, N 

and O. In Chinese male population with K haplogroup ancestry, either from the K sub-branches 

or basal K, composes the major structure (>90%). As Fig.5 showed, substructures also existed in 

the three Chinese populations. In particular, 13% of CHS individuals were from the N 

haplogroup, but no samples were observed in CDX or CHB, and vice versa in the Chinese O 

haplogroup. Moreover, distinct differences among the O sub-haplogroups were revealed, such as 

the similar O1b proportion in two Han populations, which was much higher than that of CDX, 

and the relatively low O2a1 proportion of CHS (15%), which was nearly half of CHB (33%).  

In previous studies, the allelic frequencies were reported for the remaining 3 Y-SNPs: D1a1a1-

N1 (rs3212291), D1a2a-P47 (rs868302452) and O2a2a1a2-M7 (rs3898). In the genome 

Aggregation Database (gnomAD) [34], the MT allelic frequency of rs3212291 is 0.0002 (all 

populations, n=13) and 0.0025 (East Asian populations, n=11). For D1a2a-P47, Wang et al. [35] 

found that in Qiangic Populations living in the Western Sichuan Corridor, the average frequency 

of the rs868302452 MT allele is 0.1969 (n=25). Furthermore, Gayden et al. [36] characterized 

that 18.6% of Tibetans belonged to sub-haplogroup D1a2a-P47. The data submitted to the 

dbSNP by the Stanford Genome Center indicated that the MT allelic frequency of rs3898 is 

0.0014 (global scale, n=1). 
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Fig.5 Distribution of the selected 24 Y-SNPs and determination of the Y-DNA haplogroups 

in the form of a custom ISOGG 2019 Y tree The targeted 24 Y-SNPs are indicated in solid 

lines, while the dotted lines indicate the haplogroups that were not covered. Y-SNPs that belong 

to the non-O haplogroups are depicted in blue color, while those from the O haplogroup are 

depicted in red color. Since three Y-SNPs are not included in the 1000 Genome Project phase III, 

the MT allele frequencies of the remaining 21 loci from the global population and all five 

Eastern Asian populations were revealed (CDX: Chinese Dai in Xishuanbanna, CHB: Han 

Chinese in Beijing, CHS: Southern Chinese Han, JPT: Japanese in Tokyo, and KHV: Kinh in Ho 

Chi Minh City). 

 

The initial reference data revealed a high level of heterozygosity among the contributing Y-DNA 

haplogroups in various Chinese populations. In this study, two Chinese Han populations were 

selected to conduct population comparison. The MT allelic frequencies of the 24 Y-SNP loci and 

their percentage assigned to the 16 Y-DNA haplogroups are summarized in Fig.6.  Jo
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Fig.6 The MT allele frequencies and sub-haplogroup proportions investigated in the 

Jiangsu Wujiang Han (n=288) and Shandong Zibo (n=310) populations (A). The frequencies 

of MT alleles at the selected 24 Y-SNP loci were compared between the Jiangsu Wujiang Han 

(red) and Shandong Zibo Han populations (blue). (B) All 598 male individuals were assigned to 

16 haplogroups or sub-haplogroups, as indicated in different colors. Each male individual would 

be labeled for only one haplogroup. Furthermore, those who have been assigned to relatively 

high-resolution Y-DNA haplogroups (such as O2a2) were excluded from the upstream 

haplogroups (such as O2 or O). This distribution assisted in observing the proportion 

distributions of individuals who could not be assigned to deeper branches.  

 

The allelic frequency differences revealed the different outcomes of multi-stage population 

migration and mixture. No MT alleles were detected in E-M96, D1a2a-P47, G-M201 and I-

M170 loci, so these haplogroups are not included in Fig.6A. Mainly, more male individuals from 

the Wujiang Han population belonged to the O haplogroup, when compared to Zibo Han 

population. On the other hand, in the Wujiang Han population, low-frequency mutations were 

observed in the other three dominating haplogroups (D, C and N), which makes up to 0.69%, 

0.69%, and 1.74% while 2.58%, 12.58% and 5.16% in Zibo Han. In addition, 95.49% of 

Wujiang Han and 73.23% of Zibo Han belongs to O haplogroup. Among these, the O sub-

haplogroups exhibited a significantly dichotomous distribution. Most of the Wujiang Han 

individuals of O haplogroup were categorized into O1 (82.90%) including 79.27% of O1a and 
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3.63% of O1b. In the Zibo Han population, 84.58% of O haplogroup individuals were from the 

O2 sub-haplogroup (Fig.6A). Depending on the Y-SNP profile of these 598 samples, they belong 

to 16 Y chromosomal clans which is shown in Fig.6B, indicating the structure heterozygosity of 

the primary Y-DNA haplogroup and high-resolution of O sub-haplogroups in the Wujiang and 

Zibo Han populations.  

 

4. Discussion 

The Y-DNA haplogroup polymorphisms provided insight into the long history of human 

migration and admixture. The mutation rates of Y-SNPs were lower than Y-STRs (2×10-8 vs. 5.9

×10-3 mutation per marker per generation[3]). According to the Y-DNA tree, the identical Y-

SNPs of male descents from the same ancestor would be defined by determining the Y-DNA 

variations among the Y haplogroups.  

In forensic genetics, the pedigree discrimination is still a challenge [41]. Different working 

groups put much emphasis on STRs development and database construction [42]. To address the 

important issue related to pedigree discrimination, ARMS-PCR technology, which has been 

previously utilized for other forensic applications [43-45], allows the amplified products to be 

detected using capillary electrophoresis and whole process will be completed within 4-5 hours. 

The method utilized for male pedigree tagging has the prospect of being used in primary 

laboratories where high-throughput sequencing technology is unavailable. 

The markers which are part of the existing Chinese Y chromosomal database are all Y-STRs, and 

its main aim was to exclude male suspects from involvement in crime, as indicated by Kayser et 

al [46]. In particular, emphasis was on rapidly mutating Y-STR loci to discriminate between 

male relatives or male with near-matching Y-STR haplotypes. Promisingly, in forensic practice, 

the Y-SNP haplogroups combined with the Y-STR haplotypes would provide more useful 

investigative leads. When handling forensic cases, the search in the existing database would 

generate a list of targeted individuals carrying the same or near-matching Y-STR haplotypes for 

further investigation. Previous scientific research has revealed the possibilities of Y-STR 

haplotype similarities among Y-SNP haplogroups [47]. Given the huge population base of China, 

Chinese investigators may give much efforts in ruling out possible suspects or victims. The 

males who branched from other Y-SNP sub-haplogroups would be precluded, and the 

investigative work would become less exhausting. 

In Y-SNP Pedigree Tagging System panel, half SNPs are from the upstream or downstream of 

the O haplogroup, which makes this panel powerful for detection of O haplogroup along with its 

classification in Chinese population. Moreover, a small segment covers high resolution Y-SNP 

loci (D1a1a1-N1, N1a1-M46, O1a-M119, O1b-M268, O1b2-M176, O2a1-KL1, O2a2-P201, 
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O2a2a1a2-M7, O2a2b-P164 and O2a2b1a1-M117). According to new ISOGG Y haplogroup tree, 

only four main haplogroups (C, D, N and O) are further subdivided into 1,474 sub-haplogroups 

in the Chinese population. With the advancement in technology and more in-depth knowledge of 

genetic genealogy, this number will be increased. In the currently proposed panel, haplogroup L, 

H and T were not included because these are almost absent in East Asian populations. The main 

aim of Y-SNP Pedigree Tagging System panel is to address major Y-SNP haplogroup and some 

predominant sub-haplogroups in Chinese population.  

Overall, in forensic identification, we mostly deal with unknown samples/biological materials, 

therefore it would be good for each sample to be initially typed with this panel (sensitivity=62.5 

pg). Suppose that customized high-resolution Y-SNP panels under different major Y-SNP 

haplogroups are successfully developed, the initial typing results will give us a lead toward 

precise selection of panel for unraveling the possible affinity of the forensic sample to the 

targeted pedigree. This kind of typing strategy would protect the sample quantity from being 

wasted. Hopefully, the effectiveness of searching potential suspects within pedigree alternatives 

would be significantly facilitated with Y-SNP Pedigree Tagging System and quality of database 

development will also be enhanced.  

 

5. Conclusion 

In this current study, the investigators have proposed a new Y-SNP panel “Y-SNP Pedigree 

Tagging System”, which has the ability to type 24 Y-SNPs in one multiplex system. After the 

validation work, we have tested its ability to detect degraded DNA, sensitivity, species 

specificity, reproducibility/repeatability, stability, performance in different scenarios, mixture 

analysis, PCR conditions and population study. This kit was optimized and found to be time– 

and cost–saving. Furthermore, the Y-SNPs information showed a consistent pattern within each 

pedigree of 40 father-son or brother-brother pairs, and different distribution patterns of males 

branching from various Y-DNA haplogroups. We also shed light on pedigree discrimination in 

the level of Y-SNP haplogroups, and lay a solid foundation for further Y database development 

using the newly proposed Y-SNP typing strategy. In the future, more emphasis should be given 

on database development, and customized panels that focus on the low-frequency Y-SNP loci 

which define major haplogroups and downstream high-resolution Y-SNPs under different major 

haplogroups. 
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